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NEW RADIATIVELY GENERATED LO QUARK(u; d; s; ; b)AND GLUON DENSITIES IN REAL PHOTON�P. JankowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived July 1, 2002)New, radiatively generated, LO quark (u; d; s; ; b) and gluon densitiesin real photon are presented. We [1℄ perform a global �t, based on LODGLAP evolution equations, to all available data for the struture fun-tion F 2 (x;Q2). We adopt a new theoretial approah alled ACOT(�)to deal with heavy quark thresholds (CJKL model). For omparison weperform a standard �t using the Fixed Flavour Number Sheme (FFNSjklmodel), updated with respet to previous �ts of this type. We show thesuperiority of the CJKL model over the FFNSjkl one and other LO partonparametrizations for F 2 (x;Q2). Both our models desribe equally well thegluon density extrated from HERA data.PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw, 14.70.Bh, 14.65.Dw, 14.65.FyIs there a need for a new parton parametrization of the real photon?Our [1℄ motivation for its onstrution is twofold. On the one hand, thereis a vast amount of new data on F 2 (x;Q2) that has not been used: eg. tworeent parametrizations: GRV [2℄ and GRS [3℄ used respetively about 70and 130 experimental points, while at present a total of 208 independentF 2 (x;Q2) points exist. On the other hand, there are disrepanies betweenthe theoretial alulations and experimental results for some proesses ofheavy quarks prodution initiated by real photons. Let us just mention herethe D� and Ds meson inlusive photoprodution or D� meson produtionwith assoiated dijets [4℄ at HERA as examples. Disagreement is even moreprofound for the open beauty prodution in both HERA [5℄ and LEP [6℄.Our analysis espeially fouses on the heavy quark ontributions to theF 2 (x;Q2). We apply a new theoretial Variable Flavour Number Sheme� Presented at the X International Workshop on Deep Inelasti Sattering (DIS2002)Craow, Poland, 30 April�4 May, 2002.(2977)



2978 P. Jankowski(VFNS) approah proposed for heavy �avour prodution in ep ollision in [7℄,denoted as ACOT(�). For omparison we perform a standard FFNS �t aswell. Sine these approahes are based on very distint shemes and needdi�erent evolution programs we will refer to them as to two models, CJKL(ACOT(�) type) and FFNSjkl models, respetively.Our approah is based on the GRV one [2℄, introdued in year '92. Wesolve the DGLAP equations through Mellin moments gn(Q2) =R 10 xn�1g(x;Q2)dx and inverse Mellin transformation. Equations have thefollowing form then: df;ni (Q2)d lnQ2 = �2�kni (x)+ �s(Q2)2� P nijf;nj (Q2), where L =�s(Q2)=�s(Q20), Pij and ki are the LO splitting funtions (ki arises from theParton Model proess � ! q�q), Q20 is the sale where the evolution starts.In the following we will skip the subsripts i; j denoting di�erent partons.Solution to the DGLAP equations is divided into so alled point-like(PL) and hadron-like (had) parts:f;n(Q2) = f;nhad(Q2) + f;nPL (Q2); f;nhad(Q2) = L�2Pn=�0f;n(Q20);f;nPL (Q2) = 4��s(Q2) 11� 2P n=�0 �2��0 h1� L1�2Pn=�0i kn: (1)In this analysis as in GRV'92 starting sale of the evolution has beenhosen to be small, Q20 = 0:25 GeV2. Point-like ontribution is alulablewithout any further assumptions while the hadroni part needs an input dis-tribution. The Vetor Meson Dominane (VMD) model an be utilized forthis purpose, fhad(x;Q20) = PV 4��f̂2V fV (x;Q20), with f̂2V alulated from the� (V ! e+e�) width. Usually vetor mesons V taken into aount are thelight �; � and ! mesons. Often they are represented only by the � meson,while other mesons are aounted for by a single parameter �. We adoptthis approah and our hadroni input densities take form: fhad(x;Q20) =�4��f̂2� f�(x;Q20). In GRV'92 the � parton densities are approximated with thepioni ones. We diretly �t parameters for � meson to the F 2 experimentaldata. We apply simplest model with only valene and gluon input distribu-tions: xv�(x;Q20) = Nvx�(1� x)�; xG� = Ngxv�(x;Q20). We use two on-straints. First omes from the restrition that in any meson only one pair ofvalene quark exists, so: R 10 v�(x;Q20)dx = 1. Seond represents the energy-momentum sum rule for the meson: R 10 x(2v�(x;Q20)+G�(x;Q20))dx = 1. Inthe �t we have 3 independent parameters �; � and �.In the Fixed Flavour Number Sheme FFNSjkl model only gluon andlight quark densities exist (three `ative' �avours in the photon). The heavyquark (h) ontributions to the F 2 (x;Q2) are desribed by lowest order?(Q2) ! h�h (Bethe�Heitler) ross-setion. Those ontributions appear



New Radiatively Generated LO Quark (u; d; s; ; b). . . 2979provided that the entre-mass energy of the ? system, W , ful�lls a kine-mati threshold ondition W & 2mh.The CJKL model bases on the new ACOT� desription, [7℄, whih we forthe very �rst time apply to the photon struture funtion analysis. This ap-proah ombines the FFNS and Zero-mass Variable Flavour Number Shemein whih all quarks are treated as massless. For the light quark ontributionsto F 2 we take: F 2 (x;Q2)ju;d;s = xP2�3i=1 e2i qi (x;Q2), while for heavy quarkswe inlude following terms:F 2 (x;Q2)j;b = 2�2Xh=;b hxe2hqh(x;Q2) + F 2;h(x;Q2)jdiret + F 2;h(x;Q2)jresolvi :The F 2;hjdiret is the Bethe�Heitler term while the F 2;hjresolv ontributionorresponds to the ?G ! h�h proess. By inluding them we double ountsome ontributions with heavy quarks whih are already ontained by theDGLAP equations for qh(x;Q2). Therefore from the above sum we mustsubtrat the following terms:F 2 (x;Q2)jsubtr: =x 2�2Xh=;b ln Q2m2h 243e4h �2� (x2 + (1� x)2) + e2h �s2� 1Zx dyy PqG�xy�G(y;Q2)35 :The �rst term is an exat solution of the equation dqh(x;Q2)d lnQ2 = �2�e2hk(x), apart of the DGLAP equations. The seond term is an approximated solutionfor dqh(x;Q2)d lnQ2 = �s(Q2)2� 1Zx dyy �PqG(xy )G(y;Q2)� :Further we need to ensure that terms ontaining heavy quark h disappearwhen W ! 2mh. The problem emerges for the heavy quark densities qh andsubtration terms. These terms do not naturally disappear at the threshold.This problem an be ured if instead of x we use the � variable de�nedas � � x(1 + 4m2h=Q2) [7℄. This way we fore vanishing at the thresholdof the heavy quark distributions and of the seond term of the subtrationontribution (the integral). Unfortunately unlike for proton in ase of thephoton struture funtion we are left with the term orresponding to theBethe�Heitler F 2;hjdiret ontribution whih now takes form proportional to�2 + (1� �)2. Obviously this expression does not vanish for �! 1. In theregion of large Q2 the hange of variables is irrelevant.



2980 P. JankowskiFits of the parameters of both models to the all existing F 2 experimentalpoints were performed with use of the MINUIT proedure [8℄. Referenesto the experimental data used and plots of the �ts an be found in [1℄.First table gives �tted parameters for our two models. In two �rstolumns total �2 and �2 per degree of freedom alulated for 208 F 2 (x;Q2)points are shown. Further the obtained values of three independent parame-ters of �ts are given. Finally in two last olumns the Nv and Ngl parametersomputed using the onstraints desribed above are presented. TABLE IModel �2 (208 pts) �2=DOF � � � Nv NglFFNSjkl 471 2.30 1.726 0.465 0.127 0.504 1.384CJKL 431 2.10 1.125 0.843 2.359 2.435 2.982In seond table the quality of our �ts is ompared with the results of theGRS LO [3℄ and SaS1D [9℄ parametrizations. The omparison is performedfor the set of data exluding the points with Q2 < 0:26 GeV2 (required bythe GRS parametrization). The CJKL model gives best �t in terms of �2but one has to keep in mind that GRS LO and SaS1D parametrizations were�tted to other sets of data. TABLE IIModel �2 (205 pts) �2=DOF Model �2 (205 pts) �2=DOFSaS1D 657 3.25 FFNSjkl 442 2.19GRS LO 499 2.43 CJKL 406 2.01First �gure shows the improved threshold behavior of the harm quarkdensity obtained in our CJKL model at Q2 = 10 GeV2 in omparison topreditions of other parametrizations. Seond �gure presents predition forthe F 2 (x;Q2) averaged over 0:1 < x < 0:6 region ompared with the reentOPAL data [10℄ and with the GRS LO and SaS1D results. We observethat apart from the CJKL results other parametrizations predit similarlogarythmi shape of the F 2 (Q2) dependene. The CJKL model desribesthese data slightly better than other parametrizations.As an independent test of our results we ompare the gluon distributionsof CJKL and FFNSjkl models with the ones measured by the H1 ollabora-tion in the ep dijet prodution [11℄. Third �gure shows the obtained gluondensity at Q2 = 74 GeV2 ompared to results of our two models and of otherparametrizations. Both CJKL and FFNSjkl models agree with the GRV LOresult whih gave so far best agreement with the H1 data.
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In onlusion, new parametrization of the real photon struture basedon the LO DGLAP equations has been presented. New experimental datahas been used to perform a global �t. New VFNS sheme, ACOT(�), hasbeen applied to the photon ase for the very �rst time. Improved thresholdbehavior of the heavy quarks ontributions is obtained. More details andomparisons an be found in [1℄. Also a a simple analyti parametrizationof our model is given there. A fortran program an be obtained at the webpage http://www.fuw.edu.pl/�pjank/param. Work on the NLO partondensities is already in progress.I would like to thank M. Krawzyk for reading the manusript and ritialremarks.
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